
American Greetings Properties Expands Care Bears Program 
Worldwide with Raft of New Licensing Partners 

 

New Deals for Iconic Characters Include Furniture, Apparel, Accessories, and 
Publishing Categories in Conjunction with 30th Anniversary Celebration and New 

Television Series 
 

New York, NY (June 6, 2012) – Care Bears continue to take the world by storm as American 

Greetings Properties (AGP), the intellectual property and outbound licensing division of 

American Greetings Corporation (NYSE: AM), announced today a series of new licensing deals 

for the beloved pop culture icons. Coinciding with the Care Bears’ 30th anniversary, an all-new 

CG-animated television series on The Hub TV Network, and a Hasbro 2013 toy launch in key 

territories, AGP has expanded the Care Bears property into several new consumer product 

categories worldwide including furniture, apparel, accessories and publishing, among others.     

 

Details on the new Care Bears licensing deals include:  

 

 Newco will develop Care Bears themed furniture for kids that will include wooden 

upholstered rocking chairs, sofas, bean bag chairs, and toy boxes that will be available 

in the United States. 

 

 Oysho has renewed its worldwide direct-to-retail deal for a new Care Bears sleepwear 

and underwear collection launching this Spring.  

 

 Israeli company FOX has acquired the direct-to-retail rights for a line of Care Bears 

baby, kids, teen and adult apparel which will be sold at FOX stores worldwide.  

 

 Sunset International (Bioworld) inked a deal for a collection of Care Bears apparel and 

accessories to be available in Germany and Benelux. 

 

 Care Bears publishing deals have been secured with Editorial Artemisa in Argentina as 

well as Shanghai 99 Culture, marking the brand’s first publishing deal in China. 
 

 Latin America continues to be a burgeoning territory for the Care Bears brand with a 

number of new licensing deals secured in Brazil including Fakini Malhas (apparel), 

Tilibra (stationery), Emoly (HBA) and Climaco (oral care). 
 

 AGP has secured several live event partners around the globe for the Care Bears 

including XSystem in Singapore, Alikhan Live Entertainment in Malaysia, Philippines 

and Indonesia, and Entertainment Store in Australia. 

 

"The Care Bears messages of caring and sharing have touched the hearts of generations of 

fans worldwide,” said Carla Silva, vice president of global licensing for American Greetings 

Properties. “We are thrilled to be partnering with such an innovative and creative group of 

licensees who will bring the Care Bears to life through an exciting range of new products.” 



 

Upon their debut in 1982, Care Bears quickly became a global sensation, causing near riots as 

moms and dads vied to get their hands on the new characters. The Care Bears represent 

different emotions through endearing symbols on their tummies, called belly badges, and 

include Tenderheart Bear, Cheer Bear, Grumpy Bear, Share Bear, Harmony Bear and Funshine 

Bear. Over the past decade, the Care Bears have continued to connect with kids, tweens and 

parents with licensed products generating more than $2.8 billion in global sales since 2002. 

 

The new Care Bears television series called “Care Bears: Welcome to Care-a-Lot” debuts on 

June 2 on The Hub cable TV network. “Care Bears: Welcome to Care-a-Lot” will feature 

everyone’s favorite bears in exciting new adventures in the land of Care-a-Lot along with the 

introduction of a new, younger addition to the group: the playfully curious Wonderheart Bear.  

 

For more information on the huggable world of the Care Bears, visit www.carebears.com and 

www.Facebook.com/CareBears. 

 

About American Greetings Corporation 

For more than 100 years, American Greetings Corporation (NYSE: AM) has been a creator and 

manufacturer of innovative social expression products that assist consumers in enhancing their 

relationships to create happiness, laughter and love.  The Company's major greeting card lines 

are American Greetings, Carlton Cards, Gibson, Recycled Paper Greetings and Papyrus, and 

other paper product offerings include DesignWare party goods and American Greetings and 

Plus Mark gift-wrap and boxed cards.  American Greetings also has one of the largest 

collections of electronic greetings on the Web, including cards available at 

AmericanGreetings.com through AG Interactive, Inc. (the Company's online division).  In 

addition to its product lines, American Greetings also creates and licenses popular character 

brands through the American Greetings Properties group.  Headquartered in Cleveland, Ohio, 

American Greetings generates annual revenue of approximately $1.7 billion, and its products 

can be found in retail outlets worldwide. For more information on the Company, visit 

http://corporate.americangreetings.com. 

 

About American Greetings Properties 

American Greetings Properties (AGP) is the intellectual property and outbound licensing division 

of American Greetings Corporation.  Built upon the successful re-launches of Care Bears and 

Strawberry Shortcake licensed products, which have garnered over $5 billion in retail sales 

worldwide combined since 2002, AGP develops multi-platform campaigns for its properties 

through digital media, entertainment, marketing and merchandising.  In addition to Care Bears 

and Strawberry Shortcake, AGP's active classic brands include Holly Hobbie and Madballs, as 

well as new properties Twisted Whiskers, Maryoku Yummy and TinPo.  Children can experience 

AGP online at www.agkidzone.com. For more information on AGP, visit www.agpbrands.com 
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